PHILADELPHIA, THURSDAY JANUARY 24, 1924

FINE ARTS BUILDING OPENS PICTURE EXHIBITION ROOM

In order to exhibit the works of artists and students, the University has opened an exhibition room on the third floor of the Fine Arts Building at Thirty-third and Locust streets. The room was opened by Prof. Paul C. Carrier, the professor of design, and was very favorably commented on.

FIRE HOSE HAD ESCAPED... FINE ARTS BUILDING OPENS PICTURE EXHIBITION ROOM

In the absence of Chief D'Olier the lobby was completely cleared, having been already moved out of the hotel.

An attractive menu has been arranged and the preliminary program of the affair will be completed in full. A program for the evening will be decided upon as soon as possible.

The Bulls were playing in the same style of hockey that made them the high-scoring team of the year. The audience was treated to a fine performance from the game.

An enjoyable time is assured of the success of this style of program will be concluded in such a manner as to permit those having such business to attend the affair.

The Pennsylvania Players put up Stubborn University Teachers, a chapter established at the University in 1919, to win the rope-jumping contest of the evening and won the event.

The Allentown passers showed unexpected ability to keep up the pace set in the first half period would probably have been eliminated.

Inasmuch as Foul goals: Kneass 5, Morris 3, Dessen 1, and Gooden 1. The Pennsylvania Player and nine skaters, while the Brown goal was given to the Brown team, and came within three points of tying the game. At the end of the game, the head coach, who held down a guard position in the game, was forced to depend on long shots. They forced to depend on long shots. They were unable to make any progress in the first half period. Pennsylvania generally played to the edge of their bobbing, and were within three points of tying the game. At the end of the game, the head coach, who held down a guard position in the game, was forced to depend on long shots. They forced to depend on long shots. They were unable to make any progress in the first half period.
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It is with a great deal of satisfaction that Pennsylvania and its students are to be observed in the steady type of growth which is continuing--the steady type of growth which is continuing. The students are at their worst. They stepped in when the odds were against them. Demand for education had changed considerably.--both the source of support and the aims of education had been affected by the times which had passed. Almost unaccountable administrative difficulties prevented progress. Truly it was a crucial time.

Dr. Pownall was given the reins when these difficulties were at their worst. He stepped in when the odds were against him. The student body, it is clear, was in a state of transition. It is only in this transition that the student body can be observed. The student body is not a mere collection of individuals, but a single entity, a community of life, a living organism, in which the individual parts are to be observed.

Dr. Pownall was given the reins when these difficulties were at their worst. He stepped in when the odds were against him. The student body, it is clear, was in a state of transition. It is only in this transition that the student body can be observed. The student body is not a mere collection of individuals, but a single entity, a community of life, a living organism, in which the individual parts are to be observed.

It may seem queer but, nevertheless, every time an exception list containing six names is posted, two hundred and fifty-five will crowd around it eagerly, and hope will rise high in each and every breast.

In some of the P. S. 1 sections, lists of sample exam questions were handed out to the inmates. When they were informed otherwise the general impression among the inmates was that they were being shown some of the most difficult questions from the state board examination for last year.

They were also told that they would be asked to write articles from the Constitution. The move was obvious and not going to take any chances. When they had finished the Constitution they were going to start with the A's and move onto Nelly Wolden's best selling book.

Recalling the famous list of exam questions which batted about during the third last season, we've added down a few little tidbits which may be helpful to "inmates when they take down the facts for midterm.

1-Only fifty-five words may be written on one page.
2-Men wearing trousers will be excluded from the examination.
3-Everyone finishing before the three hours will be penalized 1 per cent for each previous minute.
4-All crib cards must be written on regulation crib cards obtained only at the Houston Club Bookstore.
5-No person under the influence of Coca Cola may take the examination.
6-Anyone writing with both right and left hands is exempt from all exams.

Another card has been made from the Library, "Don't forget to include "I need it now", a card around to the education rooms started at the doors. This would also do to keep the architecture of the building.

In the last issue of the Gazette a photographer, taking the gamut of the "Prevent, Vice Prevent and Drown" among young Americans. A very wise and digerated group of them. But tangling on the wall behind them as though to form a background for this gathering was a long, even, well-raked row of surfboards.

Finally, a picture of the Progressive trend. Yes there were a few examples of the progressive trend. Yet there are many other changes going on of a like magnitude and importance. That the former is the case is but a matter of observation. If one cannot stand still, it must move.

The average student, in his every day life, may not see the many changes occurring. But if he looks about, notice it, and appreciate it. The movement is always forward, with the definite aim of a bigger and better Penn-

The Pennsylvania is published in the interest of the University of Pennsylvania daily except Sunday, during the University year.

Edward C. Malin, Jr., Associate Business Manager.

At the Soda Fountain

Malted Grape-Nuts

The Delicious Food Drink

This new, wholesome beverage is the best quick lunch you can find.

- - Vitamins.
- - Proteins.
- - Carbohydrates.
- - Everything you need to build and sustain strength.

Tell the man at the fountain to make it with Chocolate for your favorite fruit flavor—
NOTICES

The Hockey—Practice tomorrow morn-
ning for entire squad; from 7:30 to 8.

The Hockey—Following managerial
meetings will be held at the manager’s
practise, Berl., December 29, and
January 1.

50 Yard Team—All interested men will be
competed at a half-mile handicap.

Rifle Squad—Recruit in 121 Stair
Stair for the rifle squad. Standards: J.
C. F. "Beaver" Shaw, Henry W. "Cale"
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Business Leadership

I learn the fundamental principle of Babson Institute is to teach by example, through the medium of practical experience. From actual operating the fundamental principles of business and finance, the student will apply the results to his own career.

Write for booklet.

The master drawing pencil

Babson Institute

NEW HAVEN,

PENNSYLVANIA

Tom Harrison																									

Today displaying our line of imported woolens at Beaston's-3701 Spruce St.

PHILADELPHIA

Arthur M. Rosenberg & Co.
TAILORS

1014 CHAPEL ST., NEW HAVEN

Nearly every Fraternity on the campus serves--

Friehofer's

FINE BREAD

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

Pennsylvania Hotel Barber Shop
Entrance 39th street

Shoe Shining

GOOD SERVICE BY EXPERT BARBERS

ZULLINGER'S DRUG STORE

40th and Spruce Streets

Everything in Drug

Up-to-date Soda Fountain

HEAVYWEIGHT MATERIAL

NEED OF CREW COACHES

"Experience to Drawdown" Says Coach Wright in His Lines Call For Entry to Greater

Machines Available During Exam Period

Crew continue to be handicapped by the absence of a proper assistant coach. Long experience has convinced many that no fault is to be overcome.

Announcement has been made that no former experience is necessary that the coaches welcome untrained men because without material there are no bad faults to be overcome.

We Solicit Your Account

171-24 Catherine street, Phila.

Desirable Rooms

For places in one of the shells after the period of mid-year examinations. But the coachee welcome untrained men to apply for places in one of the shells according to Manager Paul Hale. Facturers and upper classroom weighing over 199 pounds are asked to sign up in the crew room on the north side of Franklin Field during any afternoon between the hours of 8 and 9.

Manager Paul Hale emphasizes the fact that no former experience is necessary that the coaches welcome untrained men because without material there are no bad faults to be overcome.

We have the price of a new suit by replacing your worn trousers with a new pair made to your measure. Bring or mail vest or sample.


The correct dresser

Correct footwear for

WEATHER MATERIAL

NEED OF CREW COACHES

"Experience to Drawdown" Says Coach Wright in His Lines Call For Entry to Greater

Machines Available During Exam Period

Crew continue to be handicapped by the absence of a proper assistant coach. Long experience has convinced many that no fault is to be overcome.

Announcement has been made that no former experience is necessary that the coaches welcome untrained men because without material there are no bad faults to be overcome.

We Solicit Your Account

171-24 Catherine street, Phila.

Desirable Rooms

For places in one of the shells after the period of mid-year examinations. But the coachee welcome untrained men to apply for places in one of the shells according to Manager Paul Hale. Facturers and upper classroom weighing over 199 pounds are asked to sign up in the crew room on the north side of Franklin Field during any afternoon between the hours of 8 and 9.

Manager Paul Hale emphasizes the fact that no former experience is necessary that the coaches welcome untrained men because without material there are no bad faults to be overcome.

We have the price of a new suit by replacing your worn trousers with a new pair made to your measure. Bring or mail vest or sample.


The correct dresser
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Men's

Fine Furnishings

Reduced

OUR REGULAR MERCHANDISE ONLY

WEAR HINTS

NECKWEAR

WANTS

SHIRTS

SWEATERS

PANTS

ARMY & NAVY

COATS

WEAR HINTS

AT MUSEUM THIS SATURDAY

Fitted to $75.

These splendidly constructed garments are equal to those for which we would be obliged to purchase them instead of making them ourselves.

Haberdashery

Distinctive Togs that lift one out of commonplace. Unique in the fact of the moderate pricing.

KNOX HAT

-Ferro & Company

Suits and Overcoats

ECONOMICALLY PRICED

Milk Shakes

Candies

Smokes

Fruits

Broadway

Confectionery

Opposite Dormitories

The Quarterdeck

BITES BAR

2417 WALNUT STREET

- Ferro & Company

Suits and Overcoats

ECONOMICALLY PRICED

$30 $35 $40

And a vast variety ranging in price to $75.

The Vanderbilt Hotel

NEW YORK

AN Hotel of Distinction convenient to the fashionable shops, theatres, business centres, and railway terminals.

Three Fourth Street Room at Park Avenue

Overlooking the famous Murray Hill Residential Section.

TARIEF-Single room with bath, $4.50, double and single.

WASHINGTON room for the college man
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THANKS

"What's the matter? Can't you read your notes of the lecture?"

Tom--

"No, Eugene, I don't. I skipped over to class this morning without showing my El Dorado!"

Dixon landscaping and Nurseries

The master drawing pencil
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